The Ariel Basic Product Training...

ANYTIME. ANYWHERE.

This new eLearning program is the first of several new products that Ariel is developing and covers the content taught in our basic classroom course. The self-paced format of this new program allows users to access the Ariel Basic Product Training anytime and anywhere.

Completion of the eLearning program will qualify students for additional Ariel Product Training courses such as CNG, Process, Mechanics School and other future Ariel training programs.

Explore the theory and real-world applications that make Ariel compressors the world standard in natural gas compression.

Learn and review topics at your own pace! Ariel Basic Product Training - Online Edition helps reinforce learning with Knowledge Checks throughout the program.

OVER 20 VISUALLY ENHANCED, INTERACTIVE MODULES COVERING:

- Comprehensive Overview of Ariel Corporation
- Compressor Package Basics
- Cylinders and Piston Rods
- Valve Operations and Components
- Piston Rings and Wear Bands
- Force Feed Lubrication
- Packing Case and Oil Wiper Assemblies
- Bolt Design and Torque Techniques
- Gas and Cylinder Characteristics

REGISTRATION BEGINS NOVEMBER 2014